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Critical Climate Machine

Critical Climate Machine is a project that quantifies and reveals the mecha-
nisms of misinformation on global warming. The project consists of a data 
sculpture based on machine learning algorithms, a visualization and a 
sound installation.

Since the Climategate scandal in 2009, orchestrated by conspiracy theo-
rists, the scientific consensus on the anthropogenic origin of climate change 
has been marred by misleading claims in several media. In the 21st centu-
ry, disentangling scientific truths from skeptical arguments is becoming an 
important issue in public debate.

On Twitter, the climate discourse is an inexhaustible source of data. It is 
embedded in a complex power relationship between science, politics, law 
and ecology. The accumulation of these data highlights global mechanisms: 
a systematic exposure of the general public to forms of disinformation and 
the disorientation resulting from the increase of data flows.

In an era of artificial intelligence and automated language processing, how 
do we deal with misleading claims and false truths? To what extent does 
false information about the climate circulate on the internet? How would it 
be possible to expose this flux while undoing its effects?

Between digital and physical formats, the installation brings into play the 
meaning, presence and evolution of online misinformation when confronted 
with critical knowledge. Data constitutes the climate of the work.
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Data

1 Travis Coan, Constantine Boussalis, John Cook, "Computer-assisted detection and 
classification of misinformation about climate change", preprint, 2021.
2 Constantine Boussalis, Travis G. Coan b, “Text-mining the signals of climate 
change doubt”, Global Environmental Change, 2015.

The project’s data is composed of two sets: a dataset from the paper “Com-
puter-assisted detection and classification of misinformation about climate 
change” (CARDs) by Cook, Boussalis and Coan1, and a database created 
within the project.

Cards

The CARDs dataset is originally made from 249,413 documents from 20 
prominent conservative think tanks and 33 contrarian blogs. 30 climate-lit-
erate volunteers were recruited to encode the dataset’s paragraphs accord-
ing to the following taxonomy : (1) it’s not happening, (2) it’s not us, (3) it’s 
not bad, (4) solutions won’t work, and (5) climate science/scientists are 
unreliable. These categories are divided into 27 sub categories and 49 
sub-sub categories. For our project, we essentially focused on the sub 
categories level.

Social network monitoring

The installation includes the production of a database in real time. It is 
based on the frequent collection of tweets from 44 twitter accounts linked to 
conservative think thanks and contrarian blogs. The list aims at growing up 
to a hundred. A third of the list is based on research in political science by 
Constantine Boussalis and Travis G. Coan2, focusing on the rejecting of 
scientific consensus on Global Warming by the American public and 
legislators. The list was completed by researching other blogs or organisa-
tions' presence on Twitter, such as Climate Realists or GWPF. On top of the 
query, a list of 91 keywords are used to filter the claim research. The 
keyword list extends Boussalis and Coan's topic list, relating to both science 
and policy.

Database

The resulting database currently includes 7584 documents (July 2021) and 
is intended to expand with each new exhibition.
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False claims’ sample together with classification, from the training set in CARDs

Contrarian claims
1_1 Ice isn’t melting
2_1 It's natural cycles
3_3 Not a pollutant

"Now, I am very interested 
in the AMO, since it 
strongly influences 
Atlantic hurricanes, Arctic 
sea ice, and Greenland 
climate. We are already 
seeing a recovery of the 
Atlantic sector of the 
Arctic sea ice, and some 
hints of cooling in 
Greenland.",1_1
"There could also be other 
unknown mechanisms driven 
by solar changes that 
exaggerate the effect of 
small variations in total 
solar irradiance. A current 
possibility being 
investigated is a suggested 
link between cosmic ray 
flux and cloudiness. The 
flux varies depending on 
the energy from the sun and 
may drive cloudiness 
changes.",2_1
"According to Donohue and 
his colleagues, climbing 
levels of CO2 in the air 
correlated with an 11 per 
cent increase in foliage 
cover from 1982 to 2010 
across arid areas in 
Australia, North America, 
the Middle East and 
Africa.",3_3
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Sample from tweet database together with classification by the installation Machine 
Learning network.

Contrarian claims
5_2 Movement is unreliable
1_7 Extremes aren’t increasing
4_1 Policies are harmful

60cb402f8e1ee2b4c12fa729,
"As I wrote years ago - if 
you bothered to read my 
article -  I clearly 
distinguished Briffa's hide 
the decline trick from 
Mann's Nature trick. 
However, Mann as IPCC 
author was complicit in the 
most important such hide 
the decline - in IPCC 
report.", 5_2
60cb40378e1ee2b4c12fa782,
"Reminder: The current 
western drought could last 
another 200 years based on 
the last 1,100 years of the 
West's natural history. 
https://t.co/Aa8ktIU5ll
The drought has nothing to 
do with SUVs and can't be 
fixed with EVs.", 1_7
60cb40388e1ee2b4c12fa793,
"Europe's CO2 taxes will be 
used to redistribute 
wealth.
"The European Commission 
will set up a fund to 
support vulnerable 
households if their fuel 
bills increase as a result 
of its plan to expand 
carbon pricing."
https://t.co/WiL86iQqSJ", 
4_1
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Data ecosystem mapping
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Software/Process

General Architecture

The architecture of the project consists of a database, a claim monitor and 
a machine learning model. The claim monitor collects tweets from climate 
skeptic accounts, and writes them in the database. Overtime, the data-
base’s entries are classified by the machine learning model, which is itself 
multiplied in a network of 32 nano computers. Results are both displayed 
on the sculpture and added to the database.

Detection and classification

The machine learning model is trained with the CARDs’ dataset. Every 6 
minutes, a new set of data is transferred to the system. About 1000 Tweets 
are analyzed in this time span. Each 32 modules of the sculpture analyzes 
twenty eight Tweets and returns a category for each of them.

Display

The sculpture displays the numerical results. The frequent update is 
expressed by the animation of each display. Presented on A4 paper, a 
code establishes correspondence between values and categories of detect-
ed false arguments. Confronted with a landscape of numbers, the visitor is 
invited to evaluate the quantities of each type of false argument in what he 
sees in this landscape.
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Critical Climate Machine’s architecture.
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Model Evaluation

statsModel.py utils.py trainning.csv

read_csv() prepocessing.LabelEncoder()
le.fit_transform()
tfidfVectorizer()
vectorizer.fit_transform()
LogisticRegression()
clf_logit.fit()

vectorizer.transform()
clf_logit.predict() Display model

evaluation 
informations

harvestAPI.py

connectionAPI.py

utils_cl.py

Twitter API

Tweets JSON

mongdb.py Database

connect_to_endpoint()

post()

chooseDate()
updateDate()
keywords()
collect()

Claim monitor
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Consult

statsDB.py
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Tweets

Display tweets 
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Do this twice
1. tweets in last 24h
2. all tweets in DB

Database

Machine learning

trainExportmodel.py

trainning.csv utils.py
read_csv()

model.plk

prepocessing.LabelEncoder()
le.fit_transform()
tfidfVectorizer()
Vectorizer.fit_transform()
LogisticRegression()
clf_logit.fit()

categorizeImportmodel.py
pickle.load()

import :
prepocessing.LabelEncoder()
tfidfVectorizer()
LogisticRegression()

utils.py

Tweets

 Output

vectorizer.transform()
clf_logit.predict()
le.classes_[]

utils.py
update_tweets()

fetch_tweets()

pickle.dump()

Database



Sculpture. The displays are showing the label of each analysed tweet. Two stroke indicate a 
non classified tweet whereas a number indicates a misinformation type.
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Sculpture, general view and technical detail.
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Labels encoding, each number designates one of the established misleading claim in 
climate misinformation.
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Patterns of Heat

Material aspects

On the side of the floor sculptures, the installation displays an evolving 
heatmap of its interior. It visualizes heat patterns of the thirty two processors 
while classifying misleading arguments. Factored by the quantity of detect-
ed misinformation, the heatmap informs about the evolution of temperature 
of the installation through time. It reflects on the interaction between infor-
mation processing and the thermal nature of the sculpture.

Deep learning

In the background, a research was conducted on the thermal evolution of a 
deep learning model on GPU hardware when performing the classification 
of misleading tweets. The first heatmap study was carried out from the real 
evolution of the GPU temperature while inferring the model. It results in a 
trace of its thermal evolution.

Visualization

The final visualization of the thermal dimension is organized in a grid of 
32 squares, each of them subdivided in four samples of different moments 
of the information processing. It shows the physical and ecological impact 
of the installation at work.
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Second tweet

Texte : NASA's James Hansen claims extreme weather events would not have happened if
CO2 had remained at its pre-industrial level of 280 parts per million

Mesures 1 :

Mesures 2 :

From words to heat, how does minsinformation might surface in our
technological environment ?
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Sketch for the visualization of the inner thermic state of the installation.
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Sound installation

The sound installation is based on voice and includes a set of eight sound 
showers placed around the sculpture. It’s general purpose is to confront 
misleading claims to systematic refutations based on scientific knowledge. It 
involves a formal work on speech, contrasting embodied speech with 
generative speech. The nature of climate semiotics appears in its variety, 
and in the context of contradictory debate.

The Refutation Game

A first workshop was conceived to address misinformation issues to 
students. It is based on a card game that includes both a set of skeptical 
arguments from the CARD’s dataset and  refutations found on the Skeptical 
Science website. The game is divided into two sessions: a play time with the 
cards (in groups of four to six people) and a construction time in pairs. 
During the construction time, students are asked to use the cards so as to 
create short dialogs which they will voice during the recording stage. By 
voicing the skeptical discourse and by searching for the correct refutation, 
participants can learn about misinformation about climate change, and 
how to think critically. Participants are pupils from Lycée International de 
l'Est Parisien (American and Chinese section) and students from Gustave 
Eiffel University (IMAC engineer program).

Scripts

After the workshop, a set of forty dialogues were written for the installation. 
They are embodied by multiple voices. Each script is composed of one or 
more skeptical arguments and systematically answered by refutation. The 
dialogues are recorded during a studio session, with the participation of six 
voices composed in 3 duos. Voices are performed by non professional 
actors, students who participated in the workshop stage.
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Musical Research

The compositional approach aims to enrich the experience of the audience 
with at least three types of speech: embodied speech, generative speech 
and typical speech. Silence is considered as a 4th material. Research was 
carried out on the spatial and temporal distribution of this variety of 
sounds. To enable a tension between loss and gain of meaning through 
voice, we are focusing on the recent generative compositional tool DICY2 
developed by Jerôme Nika, researcher at IRCAM.

Production

The objective of the sound production is to create tracks for each of the 
eight speakers of the installation. After recording the clear voices, the files 
are sent to the IRCAM to create generated speech. The spatial and tempo-
ral composition is then edited and played in the installation, according to 
an overall scenario.
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The Refutation Game, Workshop at Gustave Eiffel University, 2021.
Game design Laurine Capdeville
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Critical Climate Machine, Recording at Gustave Eiffel University, 2021, photos G.R.
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Sound installation, permutation principle: an exposure of speech bringing tension
and discomfort, pushing language at its boundaries.
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Octophony: spatialization of sound with 8 speakers hanged from the ceiling.
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